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Founders:
### Other founders

Brinken Alexander Olegovich, Anokhin Anatoly Alexandrovich, Alkhimenko Alexander Petrovich, Razumovsky Vladimir Mikhailovich, Gladky Yuri Nikoforovich, Grigoriev Alexey Alekseevich, Sevostyanov Dmitry Viktorovich

### Management:

Manukyan Artem Andranikovich (Executive Director)

Oleinik Gennady Dmitrievich (former Executive Director)

Ovchinnikova Larisa Evgenievna (former Executive Director)

### Connections:

- **Close associates**
  - Alekseenko Nikolay Nikolaevich - Member of the Board of Trustees of the Kostroma branch
  - Angalt Svetlana Aleksandrovna - секретарь комиссии по проблемам Черного и Азовского морей
  - Belozero Oleg Valentinovich - member of the board of trustees
  - Bokarev Andrey Removich - member of the board of trustees
  - Chemezov Sergey Viktorovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Chuychenko Konstantin Anatol’yevich – member of the board of trustees
  - Deripaska Oleg Vladimirovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Frank Sergey Ottovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Gref German Oskarovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Gromov Aleksey Alekseevich – member of the board of trustees
  - Ivanov Sergey Borisovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Kostin Andrey Leonidovich – chairman of the board of trustees
  - Lavrov Sergey Viktorovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Matvienko Valentina Ivanovna – member of the board of trustees
  - Mikhelson Leonid Viktorovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Oreshkin Maksim Stanislavovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Peskov Dmitriy Sergeevich – member of the board of trustees
  - Potanin Vladimir Olegovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Putin Vladimir Vladimirovich – chairman of the board of trustees
  - Sechin Igor Ivanovich – member of the board of trustees
  - Shoygu Sergey Kuzhugetovich – the president
- **Sobyannin Sergey Semenovich** - member of the board of trustees
- **Timchenko Gennadiy Nikolaevich** - member of the board of trustees
- **Usmanov Alisher Burkhanovich** - member of the board of trustees
- **Vayno Anton Eduardovich** - member of the board of trustees
- **Vekselberg Viktor Feliksovich** - member of the board of trustees
- **Vorob’yev Yuriy Leonidovich** - member of the board of trustees
- **Zatulin Konstantin Fedorovich** - член общества

- **Related companies**
  - Оренбургское региональное отделение Всероссийской общественной организации "Русское географическое общество" - Controlled by
  - **Tuva Republican Branch of the All-Russian Public Organization ‘Russian Geographical Society’** - Stand-alone unit
  - **Ulyanovsk Regional Branch of the All-Russian NGO ‘Russian Geographical Society’** - Stand-alone unit
  - **Khabarovsk Krai Branch of the All-Russian NGO ‘Russian Geographical Society’** - Stand-alone unit

- **Finances**
  - **PJSC "Oil Company" Rosneft “** – Public contracts/Customer

---

**Dossier:**

**Sanctions:**

- **Vekselberg Viktor Feliksovich**
  member of the board of trustees
- **Vorob’yev Yuriy Leonidovich**
  **Council of the Federation**, Senator, deputy chairperson
  member of the board of trustees
- **Gromov Aleksey Alekseevich**
  **Administration of the President**, first deputy head
  member of the board of trustees
- **Deripaska Oleg Vladimirovich**
  **Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Education "Moscow State University named after M.V. Alonosov"**, member of the board of trustees
- **Matvienko Valentina Ivanovna**
  **Council of the Federation**, Senator, Chairperson
  member of the board of trustees
- **Sechin Igor Ivanovich**
  **Federal State Budgetary Educational Institution of Higher Education "Moscow State University named after M.V. Alonosov"**, member of the board of trustees
member of the board of trustees
Timchenko Gennadiy Nikolaevich
member of the board of trustees
Chemezov Sergey Viktorovich
State Corporation ‘RosTec’, CEO
member of the board of trustees
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